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The vibration–rotation spectra of 13C substituted acetylene, 13C2H2, have been recorded in the region between 60
and 2600 cm�1 at an effective resolution ranging from 0.001 to 0.006 cm�1. Three different instruments were used
to collect the experimental data in the extended spectral interval investigated. In total 9529 rotation vibration
transitions have been assigned to 101 bands involving the bending states up to vtot¼ v4þ v5¼ 4, allowing the
characterization of the ground state and of 33 vibrationally excited states. All the bands involving states up to
vtot¼ 3 have been analyzed simultaneously by adopting a model Hamiltonian which takes into account the
vibration and rotation l-type resonances. The derived spectroscopic parameters reproduce the transition
wavenumbers with a RMS value of the order of the experimental uncertainty. Using the same model, larger
discrepancies between observed and calculated values have been obtained for transitions involving states with
vtot¼ 4. These could be satisfactorily reproduced only by adopting a set of effective constants for each vibrational
manifold, in addition to the previously determined parameters, which were constrained in the analysis.

Keywords: 13C2H2; high-resolution Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; fundamental; combination;
overtone; hot bands; global analysis

1. Introduction

Apart from early pioneering works [1–5], during the

last 20 years the infrared spectrum of 13C2H2 has been

the subject of several investigations [6–13]. In 1993 Di

Lonardo et al. [6] reported on the bending states of this

molecule up to v4þ v5¼ 2. In the region between 50

and 1450 cm�1 1203 transitions were assigned to 20

bands, characterizing, in addition to the ground state,

eight different bending states. The anharmonic inter-

actions in the �1/�2þ 2�5 dyad were studied and the

interaction constants were characterized together with

the excited state molecular parameters [7]. The quartic

anharmonic resonances for the combination

levels �1þm�4þ n�5, �2þm�4þ (nþ 2)�5 and �3þ
(m� 1)�4þ (nþ 1)�5 were investigated in the region

2000–5200 cm�1 [8]. The stretching fundamentals were

further studied and the perturbed and deperturbed G0
v

values for the �1¼ 1, �2¼ 1 and �3¼ 1 states were

reported [9]. The Raman spectrum of this molecule was

recorded both at medium resolution [10] up to

5300 cm�1 and at high resolution [11,12] up to

4000 cm�1 giving a direct access to the states manifolds

of g symmetry. Molecular parameters of many vibra-

tional states not accessible by conventional electric

dipole selection rules were evaluated. In 1999 a total of

134 vibrational levels in the electronic ground state

were gathered for this molecule and fitted to 29

vibrational constants [13]. The tentative assignment
of 4�4 �þg at 2448.74 cm�1 was not confirmed in the

present work.
In this study we have extended up to �tot¼ 4 the

previous observations of the bending states by means
of spectra recorded at higher resolution and dynamical
detection range, covering a larger spectral region by
means of different experimental setups. Some results
(G0

v and Bv) obtained from ‘‘band-by-band’’ analysis
for several excited bending states have been already
reported [13]. The experiments are described in Section
2. The description of the spectra and the assignments
are presented in Section 3, and the band-by-band and
global analyses in Section 4, together with the discus-
sion of the results.

2. Experimental details

The spectra were recorded using three different instru-
ments. In the region between 60 and 300 cm�1 a single
absorption spectrum was recorded at a pressure of
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362 Pa and 72m optical path, using the Bruker IFS
125 Fourier transform spectrometer located at the
far-infrared beamline, Canadian Light Source,
Canada. On the same apparatus two spectra were
recorded in the region 400–600 cm�1 at pressures of
18.7 and 360.0 Pa and 72m optical path. Optimum
instrumental performance was achieved using the
synchrotron source, 6 mm Mylar beamsplitter and Si
bolometer detector cooled at 4K. The spectrometer
aperture was set to 1.7mm. A scanner velocity of
80 kHz was used with a 5 kHz analog electronic low
band pass filter. No optical filter was used. The boxcar
apodization adopted during the Fourier transform
process led to an instrumental full width at half
maximum of 0.00096 cm�1 (0.61/optical path length
difference). A zero-filling factor of 2, Mertz phase
correction, and phase resolution of 1.0 were also used
to process the spectra. All the spectra were recorded
using a multipass coolable absorption cell of 2m base,
with wedged polypropylene windows, set for 72m path
length. The sample was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich
with a purity of 98% and used without any further
purification. All the spectra were recorded at 298K.

In the region 400–600 cm�1 we have recorded two
spectra at 19.4 Pa and 362 Pa. All the resources were
identical to the previous recording with the exception
of the Ge:Cu detector and an aperture of 1.15mm. The
gas pressure was measured using a 0–1 torr Baratron
gauge for the spectrum recorded at 19.4 Pa, and a
0–10 torr one for the spectrum at 362 Pa.

Since all the bands have been fitted simultaneously,
particular care was devoted to the calibration of these
spectra and of those described below. Rotational water
lines [14–16] were used to calibrate the wavenumber
scale, but no correction was applied since the calcu-
lated deviation was much smaller than the accuracy of
the measurements.

The spectra in the region between 600 and 850 cm�1

were recorded at NRCC in Ottawa by means of a
modified Bomem DA3.002 FT spectrometer. Three
spectra were recorded at different pressures (0.27 Pa,
33.33 Pa and 73.32 Pa) and path length of 4m at a
resolution of 0.002 cm�1, while a fourth one was
recorded in the region 420–756 cm�1 at a resolution
of 0.003 cm�1, optical path length of 72m and pressure
of 93.32 Pa. The spectra were calibrated by means of
pure rotational water lines [14, 16] and of transitions in
the �1 band of OCS added in the cell [17–18].

All the spectra in the region between 1000 and
2800 cm�1 were recorded at University of Bologna on a
Bomem DA3 002 at a resolution of 0.004 or
0.006 cm�1, path length ranging from 2 to 10m, and
pressure in the range 133–1333Pa. Calibration of
wavenumbers was achieved by means of lines of

the �1, �2 and �3 bands of water [19] and of the �3
band of CO2 [20], corrected as suggested by
Guelachvili et al. [21].

3. Description of the spectra

3.1. The far infrared region

The spectrum in the far infrared (FIR) region (60–
250 cm�1) is very similar to that of 12C2H2 [22], only
shifted towards higher wavenumbers by about 7 cm�1.
A total of 18 bands concerning states with �tot up to 3
were observed. The spectrum is dominated by the P(J)
and R(J) branches of the �5, �u �4, �g transition
and associated hot bands. Figure 1 shows one of the
four Q branches observed in this region of the
spectrum, namely that of (�4þ �5), Du 2�4, Dg.
Four perturbation allowed bands were also detected
because of the mixing of the (e) levels due to the l-type
resonance.

3.2. The 400–850 cm�1 region

In the lower part of the spectrum (400–600 cm�1) a
particular set of hot bands can be seen, having the 2�4,
3�4 and 2�4þ �5 manifolds as upper states. Owing to
the weak nature of these bands no trace of the 4�4
manifold has been detected. Figure 2 shows the Q(J)
branch of the 3�4, �g (�4þ �5), ��u . The upper part
of the spectrum is dominated by the very strong �5,
�u GS, �þg centred at 727.23 cm�1 and associated
hot bands involving states up to �tot¼ 4. As an
example, the (2�4þ 2�5), ��g  (2�4þ �5),

II�u is

Figure 1. Portion of the infrared spectrum of 13C2H2 in the
FIR region showing the Q-branch transitions of the (�4þ �5),
Du 2�4, Dg band. Experimental conditions: pressure,
364 Pa; path length, 72.0m; resolution, 0.00096 cm�1.

2622 A. Predoi-Cross et al.
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shown in Figure 3. In particular, thanks to excellent
resolution and sensitivity of the spectrum recorded
with 72m optical path length, we observed the 4�5,
�g 3�5, �u band involving states with very high
vibrational angular momentum.

3.3. The 1200–1450 cm�1 region

This region is dominated by the strong (�4þ �5),
�þu  GS, �þg and associated hot bands. In total 13

vibration–rotation bands have been identified and
analyzed, 12 characterized by the Dl¼ 0 selection
rule. One band, with origin at 1332.16 cm�1, is pertur-
bation allowed (Dl¼�2) of the kind Du (e) �þg (e).

3.4. The 1800–2200 cm�1 region

In this spectral range 15 vibration–rotation bands have
been identified. Three of them originate from the
ground state, namely the 2�4þ �5,

I�u and II�u and
the 3�5, �u. Figure 4 illustrates an overall view of the
region 2140–2170 cm�1 containing the 3�5 GS and
associated hot bands.

3.5. The 2300–2700 cm�1 region

In this region only two bands are detected, namely
(3�4þ �5), �þu  GS, �þg and the perturbation allowed

(3�4þ �5),
IIDu GS, �þg . The latter is relatively

strong because the (e) levels of the IIDu state are very

close to those of the �þu state of the same manifold.

In addition, the �2 �5, �1 �5 and �3 �4
difference bands and the �2þ �5 GS stretching–
bending combination band are also observed in vari-
ous regions of the spectrum. The analysis of all these
bands, together with additional stretching–bending
combination bands observed at higher wavenumbers,
has been reported elsewhere [6–13].

The recorded lines were assigned on the basis of the
previously reported data for the same molecule and of
the corresponding spectra of the symmetric and
asymmetric isotopologues, 12C2H2 [25] and 13C12CH2

Figure 3. Portion of the infrared spectrum of 13C2H2 in the
700 cm�1 region showing the Q-branch transitions of the
(2�4þ 2�5), �þg  (2�4þ �5),

I�u band. Experimental condi-
tions: pressure, 93.32 Pa; path length, 72.0m; resolution,
0.003 cm�1.

Figure 4. Portion of the infrared spectrum of 13C2H2 in the
2150 cm�1 region showing the Q-branch transitions of the
3�5, �u GS, �þg and associated hot bands. Experimental
conditions: pressure, 1333 Pa; path length, 10.0m; resolution,
0.006 cm�1.

Figure 2. Portion of the infrared spectrum of 13C2H2 in the
500 cm�1 region showing the Q-branch transitions of the 3�4,
�g (�4þ �5), ��u band. Experimental conditions: pressure,
364 Pa; path length, 72.0m; resolution, 0.002 cm�1.
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[26]. Lower state combination differences were used to
assign the J values of the transitions and also to
identify the lower energy vibrational state. This iden-
tification helped the vibrational assignment of the
bands, which was also accomplished by comparison
with those of the 12C2H2 [25] and

13C12CH2 [26].

4. Analysis

Table 1 lists the analyzed bands together with the
symmetry of the vibrational states involved in the
transitions, the band centre, the observed range of J
values for the various sub-bands, and the RMS error
resulting from the simultaneous least-squares analysis
described below. The band centre is defined as

�C ¼ G0
�0 � B�0k

2 �D�0k
4 � ðG0

�00 � B�00k
2 �D�00k

4Þ ð1Þ

where G0
�0 and G0

�00 represent the purely vibrational
energy of the upper and lower state and the quantum
number k¼ (l4þ l5) is the total vibrational angular
momentum.

In the first stages of the analysis, band-by-band fits
were performed in order to verify the assignments and
to predict the position of very weak lines in congested
regions of the spectra. In this way we have also
extended the J range of the transitions of the
previously observed bands [6,13]. After having identi-
fied all the transitions involving pure bending states we
performed a simultaneous fit.

The model Hamiltonian adopted for the analysis is
analogous to that used for the study of the bending
states in 12C2H2 [23] and

13C2H2 [6]. It is based on an
extension up to four quanta of excitation, �tot¼ 4, of
the Hamiltonian for a molecule with two bending
vibrations [24]. The energies of the rotation–vibration
levels of the transitions were obtained by diagonalizing
the appropriate energy matrix containing the following
vibration (G0) and rotation (F) diagonal contributions:

G0 �4, l4, �5, l5ð Þ

¼ !0
4�4 þ !

0
5v5 þ x044ðv4Þ

2

þ x045v4v5 þ x055ðv5Þ
2
þ g044ðl4Þ

2
þ g045l4l5 þ g055ðl5Þ

2

þ y0444ðv4Þ
3
þ y0445ðv4Þ

2v5 þ y0455v4ðv5Þ
2
þ y0555ðv5Þ

3

þ y444 v4ðl4Þ
2
þ y454 v4l4l5 þ y554 v4ðl5Þ

2
þ y445 v5ðl4Þ

2

þ y455 v5l4l5 þ y555 v5ðl5Þ
2
þ y04444ðv4Þ

4
þ y04445ðv4Þ

3v5

þ y04455ðv4Þ
2
ðv5Þ

2
þ y04555v4ðv5Þ

3
þ y05555ðv5Þ

4

þ y4444ðv4Þ
2
ðl4Þ

2
þ y4544ðv4Þ

2l4l5 þ y5544ðv4Þ
2
ðl5Þ

2

þ y4445v4v5ðl4Þ
2
þ y4545v4v5l4l5 þ y5545v4v5ðl5Þ

2

þ y4455ðv5Þ
2
ðl4Þ

2
þ y4555ðv5Þ

2l4l5 þ y5555 v5ð Þ
2
ðl5Þ

2
ð2Þ

F v4, l4, v5, l5ð Þ

¼ ½B0 � �4v4 � �5v5 þ �44ðv4Þ
2
þ �45v4v5 þ �55ðv5Þ

2

þ �44ðl4Þ
2
þ �45l4l5 þ �

55ðl5Þ
2
þ �444ðv4Þ

3

þ �445ðv4Þ
2v5 þ �455v4ðv5Þ

2
þ �555ðv5Þ

3

þ �444 v4ðl4Þ
2
þ �454 v4l4l5 þ �

55
4 v4ðl5Þ

2

þ �445 v5ðl4Þ
2
þ �455 v5l4l5 þ �

55
5 v5ðl5Þ

2

þ �4444ðv4Þ
4
þ �4445ðv4Þ

3
ðv5Þ þ �4455ðv4Þ

2
ðv5Þ

2

þ �4555ðv4Þðv5Þ
3
þ �5555ðv5Þ

4
þ �4444 ðv4Þ

2
ðl4Þ

2

þ �4544 ðv4Þ
2l4l5 þ �

55
44 ðv4Þ

2
ðl5Þ

2
þ �4445v4v5ðl4Þ

2

þ �4545v4v5l4l5 þ �
55
45v4v5ðl5Þ

2
þ �4455 ðv5Þ

2
ðl4Þ

2

þ �4555 ðv5Þ
2l4l5 þ �

55
55 ðv5Þ

2
ðl5Þ

2
�½M� k2�

� ½D0 þ �4v4 þ �5v5 þ �44ðv4Þ
2
þ �45v4v5

þ �55ðv5Þ
2
þ �44ðl4Þ

2
þ �45l4l5 þ �

55ðl5Þ
2

þ �444ðv4Þ
3
þ �445ðv4Þ

2v5 þ �455v4ðv5Þ
2

þ �555ðv5Þ
3
þ �444 v4ðl4Þ

2
þ �454 v4l4l5

þ �554 v4ðl5Þ
2
þ �445 v5ðl4Þ

2
þ �455 v5l4l5

þ �555 v5ðl5Þ
2
�½M� k2�2

þ ½H0 þ h4v4 þ h5v5�½M� k2�3 ð3Þ

Vibration and rotation l-type resonances are

expressed by off-diagonal matrix elements (see

Table 1 of Ref. [24]) containing the following

parameters:

r45 ¼ r045 þ r445ðv4 þ 1Þ þ r455ðv5 þ 1Þ þ rJ45Mþ rJJ45M
2

þ rJJJ45 M3 þ r4445ðv4 þ 1Þ2 þ r4455ðv4 þ 1Þðv5 þ 1Þ

þ r4555ðv5 þ 1Þ2 þ rJ445ðv4 þ 1ÞMþ rJ455ðv5 þ 1Þ

ð4Þ

qt ¼ q0t þ qttvt þ qtt0vt0 þ qtttðvtÞ
2
þ qJtMþ qJJt M2

þ qJJJt M3 þ qJttvtMþ qJJtt vtM
2 þ qkt ðk� 1Þ2

ð5Þ

�t ¼ �
0
t þ �ttvt þ �tt0vt0 þ �tttðvtÞ

2
þ �JtMþ �

J
ttvtM ð6Þ

�045 þ �
0
454v4 þ �

0
455v5 þ �

0J
45M, ð7Þ

with M¼ J(Jþ 1), and t, t0 ¼ 4 or 5.
Some terms of higher order in the expansion of the

Hamiltonian have not been included in the previous

equations since they were not determinable in the least-

squares analysis.
The analysis of all the assigned transitions was

performed in several steps. First, after having extended

the J range of the transitions of all the bands

previously reported [6], in particular those of the

v4¼ 2 manifold (�þ and D states), all the data

2624 A. Predoi-Cross et al.
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Table 1. Bands of 13C2H2 included in the least-squares fitting procedures.

Vibrational transition Symmetry �C
a Assigned transitions 	(�105)b

(a) 60–250 cm�1

�5 �4 �u �g 124.46284 Pe-e (2-28); Re-e (1-45); Qf-e (1-18) 8
Pf-f (2-28); Rf-f (1-43); Qe-f (1-16)

�4þ �5 2�4 �þu  �þg 104.98955 Pe-e (1-17); Re-e (0-32) 6
(DuðeÞ  �þg )

c 119.91754 Pe-e (6-23); Re-e (4-38) 7
Du Dg 121.19357 Pe-e (3-25); Re-e (2-34); Qf-e (2-17) 11

Pf-f (3-25); Rf-f (2-38); Qe-f (2-17)
2�5 �4þ �5 �þg  �þu 128.05076 Pe-e (1-27); Re-e (0-35) 6

Dg Du 122.37800 Pe-e (3-23); Re-e (2-35); Qf-e (2-14) 10
Pf-f (3-25); Rf-f (2-36); Qe-f (2-12)

2�4þ �5 3�4
II�u �g 92.92980 Pe-e (3-12); Re-e (1-27); Qf-e (1,2) 20

Pf-f (2-11); Rf-f (1-27)
(II�u �g)

c 95.53632 Pe-e (12); Re-e (10-26); 18
Rf-f (14-21)

I�u �g 112.51685 Pe-e (2-11); Re-e (4-16) 19
Pf-f (7-11); Rf-f (2-19)

(�u �g)
c 115.33620 Pe-e (12-14); Re-e (11-26) 24

Pf-f (12-17); Rf-f (12-25)
(I�u �g)

c 115.12338 Re-e (12-25); Rf-f (11-21) 17
�u �g 117.94273 Pe-e (4-17); Re-e (3-18); Qf-e (3-12) 16

Pf-f (4-19); Rf-f (3-24); Qe-f (3-12)
�4þ 2�5 2�4þ �5

II�g 
II�u 115.06476 Pe-e (3-18); Re-e (1-28); Qf-e (1) 21

Pf-f (2-20); Rf-f (2-30); Qe-f (1,2)
II�g 

I�u 95.47770 Pe-e (5-13); Re-e (1-21) 19
Pf-f (2-11); Rf-f (2-20)

I�g 
I�u 113.21417 Pe-e (2-13); Re-e (2-22) 20

Pf-f (6-13); Rf-f (10-22)
�g �u 119.31230 Pe-e (4-20); Re-e (3-26); Qf-e (3-13) 18

Pf-f (4-20); Rf-f (3-26); Qe-f (3-14)
3�5 �4þ 2�5 �u 

II�g 128.25036 Pe-e (2-18); Re-e (1-26) 19
Pf-f (2-15); Rf-f (1-26)

�u �g 120.04693 Pe-e (4-17); Re-e (3-25) 16
Pf-f (4-16); Rf-f (3-25)

(b) 400–600 cm�1

2�4 �5 �þg  �u 485.01967 Pe-e (1-33); Re-e (1-35); Qf-e (1-30) 10
Dg �u 483.74364 Pe-e (3-12); Re-e (1-12); Qf-e (2-32) 11

Pf-f (3-25); Rf-f (1-26); Qe-f (2-34)
3�4 �4þ �5 �g �þu 510.04387 Pe-e (5-17); Re-e (4-13); Qf-e (2-15) 24

�g ��u 497.67269 Pe-e (2-26); Re-e (0-25); Qe-f (1-30) 15
�g Du 495.11588 Pe-e (2-23); Re-e (1-23); Qf-e (2-22) 17

Pf-f (2-24); Rf-f (3-25); Qe-f (2-15)
�g Du 492.50936 Pe-e (6-11); Re-e (2-17); Qf-e (5-28) 19

Pf-f (5-16); Rf-f (2-21); Qe-f (4-26)
2�4þ �5 2�5

I�u �þg 494.50996 Pe-e (2-23); Re-e (0-19);Qf-e (1-23) 22
I�u Dg 485.25474 Pe-e (10-16); Qf-e (2-23) 23

Qe-f (2-21)
�u Dg 488.07409 Pe-e (9-18); Re-e (2-21); Qf-e (3-20) 24

Pf-f (5-16); Rf-f (2-17); Qe-f (3-19)

(c) 600–800 cm�1

�5 G.S. �u �þg 727.23019 Pe-e (2-54); Re-e (0-50); Qf-e (1-53) 7
�4þ �5 �4 �þu  �g 714.47207 Pe-e (1-48); Re-e (1-42); Qe-f (5-41) 9

��u  �g 726.84325 Pf-f (1-43); Rf-f (1-41); Qf-e (1-43) 11
Du �g 729.40006 Pe-e (3-41); Re-e (1-40); Qf-e (2-42) 11

Pf-f (3-43); Rf-f (1-40); Qe-f (2-44)
2�5 �5 �þg  �u 718.05999 Pe-e (1-45) Re-e (1-43); Qe-f (6-42) 9

Dg �u 727.31521 Pe-e (3-42); Re-e (1-39); Qe-f (5-37) 9
Pf-f (3-44); Rf-f (1-42); Qf-e (2-44)

2�4þ �5 2�4
II�u �þg 707.96322 Pe-e (2-22); Re-e (0-20);Qe-f (1-32) 18

(continued )
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Table 1. Continued.

Vibrational transition Symmetry �C
a Assigned transitions 	(�105)b

II�u Dg 709.23925 Pe-e (3-36); Re-e (2-32); Qe-f (2-35) 17
Pf-f (2-38); Rf-f (4-32); Qf-e (2-34)

I�u �þg 727.55028 Pe-e (2-35); Re-e (1-29); Qe-f (4-33) 18
I�u Dg 728.82631 Pe-e (2-29); Re-e (2-30) 18

Pf-f (2-30); Rf-f (2-18)
�u Dg 731.64566 Pe-e (4-28); Re-e (2-27); Qe-f (4-29) 19

Pf-f (4-29); Rf-f (2-29); Qf-e (4-27)
�4þ 2�5 �4þ �5

II�g �þu 718.03843 Pe-e (2-36); Re-e (0-33); Qf-e (1-33) 18
II�g ��u 705.66725 Pf-f (3-31); Rf-f (0-24); Qe-f (1-28) 19
II�g Du 703.11044 Pe-e (2-32); Re-e (2-24); Qe-f (2-32) 18

Pf-f (2-32); Rf-f (2-26); Qf-e (2-28)
I�g �þu 735.77490 Pe-e (4-27); Re-e (1-20); Qf-e (2-29) 24
I�g ��u 723.40372 Pf-f (2-39); Rf-f (0-34); Qe-f (1-31) 15
I�g Du 720.84691 Pe-e (2-32); Re-e (4-29); Qe-f (2-30) 17

Pf-f (2-36); Rf-f (6-32); Qf-e (10-30)
�g Du 729.76438 Pe-e (4-32); Re-e (2-29); Qe-f (4-30) 19

Pf-f (4-28); Rf-f (2-30); Qf-e (4-31)
3�5 2�5 �u �þg 718.23802 Pe-e (2-39); Re-e (0-34); Qf-e (1-33) 11

�u Dg 708.98279 Pe-e (2-32); Re-e (2-25); Qe-f (2-35) 13
Pf-f (2-38); Rf-f (3-31); Qf-e (2-35)

�u Dg 727.43332 Pe-e (4-28); Re-e (2-28); Qe-f (4-27) 16
Pf-f (4-31); Rf-f (2-29); Qf-e(4-30)

3�4þ �5 3�4 �þu  �g 704.32983 Pe-e (1-27); Re-e (1-23); Qe-f(1-27) 32
��u  �g 727.51244 Pf-f (2-19); Rf-f (1-15); Qf-e(1-26) 43
IIDu �g 700.79637 Pe-e (3-16); Re-e (1-19); Qe-f (2-17) 34

Pf-f (3-15); Rf-f (2-18); Qf-e(3-30)
IIDu �g 703.40290 Pe-e (3-31); Re-e (3-21); Qe-f (3-31) 30

Pf-f (3-33); Rf-f (3-21); Qf-e(3-30)
2�4þ 2�5 2�4þ �5

II�þg  
I�u 686.63301 Pe-e (5-16); Re-e (5-16); Qe-f (1-16) 37

I�þg  
I�u 722.40721 Qe-f (6-13) 197

��g  
I�u 699.65861 Pf-f (1-24); Rf-f (1-22)); Qf-e(1-28) 28

IIDg 
II�u 719.87703 Pe-e (3-26); Re-e (1-15); Qe-f (2-22) 33

Pf-f (3-24); Rf-f (1-14); Qf-e (2-30)
IIDg 

I�u 700.28998 Pe-e (3-29); Re-e (1-21); Qe-f (6-18) 33
Pf-f (3-30); Rf-f (1-22);

IIDg �u 697.47063 Pe-e (3-26); Re-e (3-24); Qe-f (3-30) 37
Pf-f (3-25); Rf-f (3-22); Qf-e (3-24)

IDg 
I�u 726.45373 Pe-e (3-22); Re-e (1-22); Qe-f (2-20) 35

Pf-f (3-24); Rf-f (1-20); Qf-e (2-15)
II�þg  

II�u 706.22007 Pe-e (2-33); Re-e (2-26); Qe-f (1-28) 25
��g  

II�u 719.24567 Pf-f (1-32); Rf-f (1-25); Qf-e (1-28) 27
�4þ 3�5 �4þ 2�5 �þu  

II�g 708.14320 Pe-e (1-24); Re-e (1-23); Qe-f (1-23) 31
��u  

II�g 733.68404 Pf-f (5-20); Rf-f (1-11); Qf-e (1-9) 49
IIDu 

II�g 718.90128 Pe-e (3-26); Re-e (1-20); Qe-f (2-27) 36
Pf-f (3-29); Rf-f (1-26); Qf-e (2-29)

�þu  
I�g 690.40673 Pe-e (1-23); Re-e (1-19); Qe-f (1-20) 40

��u  
I�g 715.94757 Qf-e (6-19) 37

IIDu �g 692.24734 Pe-e (3-22); Re-e (3-23); Qe-f (3-25) 31
Pf-f (3-27); Rf-f (3-26); Qf-e (3-27)

4�5 3�5 �þg  �u 709.26237 Pe-e (1-33); Re-e (3-24); Qe-f (1-27) 27
Dg �u 718.45162 Pe-e (3-26); Re-e (1-15); Qe-f (2-23) 30

Pf-f (4-23); Rf-f (1-19); Qf-e (2-26)
Dg �u 700.00110 Pe-e (3-26); Re-e (3-19); Qe-f (2-31) 31

Pf-f (3-25); Rf-f (4-22); Qf-e (2-26)
�g �u 727.58894 Pe-e (5-30); Re-e (3-25); Qe-f (9,12) 40

Pf-f (5-29); Rf-f (3-21); Qf-e (5-17)

(d) 1200–1400 cm�1

�4þ �5 G.S. �þu  �þg 1317.23941 Pe-e (1-47); Re-e (0-44) 18
(DuðeÞ  �þg )

c 1332.16740 Pe-e (7-41); Re-e (7-39) 34

(continued )
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involving states up to vtot¼ 2 were fitted simulta-
neously, using as starting parameters the values in
Table VI of Ref. [6]. The subsequent steps consisted in
the addition to the vtot¼ 2 data set of all the transitions
measured in the FIR region, involving states of one
vtot¼ 3 manifold at a time. New parameters or rotation
and/or vibration dependences of the previously
determined constants, characterizing the investigated
manifold, were refined. After each fit the statistical

significance of the obtained parameters was checked as
well as the correlation coefficients between them. The
results of the simultaneous analysis were compared to
those obtained in the single band fits previously
mentioned to test their quality and the adequacy of
the model.

The weights of the experimental data were chosen
proportional to the inverse of their squared estimated
uncertainties. An uncertainty similar to the RMS value

Table 1. Continued.

Vibrational transition Symmetry �C
a Assigned transitions 	(�105)b

2�4þ �5 �4
II�u �g 1317.44574 Pe-e (2-37); Re-e (1-37); Qe-f (1-15) 26

Pf-f (2-41); Rf-f (1-37);Qf-e(1-22)
I�u �g 1337.03279 Pe-e (3-14); Re-e (4-14) 33

Pf-f (2-25); Rf-f (2-23)
�4þ 2�5 �5

II�g �u 1308.04765 Pe-e (2-37); Re-e (1-35); Qe-f (1-20) 26
Pf-f (2-38); Rf-f (1-36); Qf-e(1-16)

I�g �u 1325.78412 Pe-e (2-24); Re-e (2-21) 33
Pf-f (2-22); Rf-f (1-23)

3�4þ �5 2�4 �þu  �þg 1319.36326 Pe-e (1-32); Re-e (0-29) 33
IIDu Dg 1317.10583 Pe-e (3-29); Re-e (2-30) 35

Pf-f (3-31); Rf-f (2-30)
2�4þ 2�5 �4þ �5

II�þg  �þu 1309.19373 Pe-e (1-32); Re-e (0-32) 28
��g  ��u 1309.84815 Pf-f (1-30); Rf-f (0-30)) 23
IIDg Du 1307.92271 Pe-e (3-29); Re-e (2-31) 42

Pf-f (3-31); Rf-f (2-28)
�4þ 3�5 2�5 �þu  �þg 1298.13086 Pe-e (1-28); Re-e (0-26) 30

IIDu Dg 1299.63372 Pe-e (3-30); Re-e (2-29); Qe-f (2-10) 38
Pf-f (3-29); Rf-f (2-27); Qf-e(2-12)

(e) 1800–2200 cm�1

2�4þ �5 G.S. II�u �þg 1920.21308 Pe-e (2-34); Re-e (0-32); Qf-e (1-35) 20
I�u �þg 1939.80014 Pe-e (3-28); Re-e (0-29); Qf-e (1-30) 21

3�5 G.S. �u �þg 2163.52819 Pe-e (2-36); Re-e (0-34); Qf-e (1-34) 18
3�4þ �5 �4 �þu  �g 1928.84578 Pe-e (1-16); Re-e (1-12); Qe-f (1-29) 39

��u  �g 1952.02830 Qf-e (1-21) 41
IIDu �g 1925.31231 Pe-e (3-28); Re-e (1-27); Qe-f (6-22) 38

Pf-f (3-26); Rf-f (1-25); Qf-e (3-28)
2�4þ 2�5 �5

II�þg  �u 1899.20296 Pe-e (1-23); Re-e (1-21); Qe-f (5-16) 41
I�þg  �u 1934.97716 Qe-f (4-20) 185
��g  �u 1912.22856 Pf-f (1-22); Rf-f (1-19); Qf-e (1-29) 34
IIDg �u 1912.85993 Pe-e (5-16); Re-e (1-14); Qf-e (2-18) 45

Pf-f (3-22); Rf-f (1-21); Qe-f (2-20)
�4þ 3�5 �4 �þu  �g 2140.65369 Pe-e (1-24); Re-e (1-19); Qe-f (1-21) 41

��u  �g 2166.19454 Pf-f (2-25); Rf-f (2-23)); Qf-e(1-22) 44
IIDu �g 2151.41178 Pe-e (3-20); Re-e (1-19); Qf-e (2-22) 43

Pf-f (4-21); Rf-f (1-17); Qe-f (2-22)
4�5 �5 �þg  �u 2145.56038 Pe-e (1-28); Re-e (1-28); Qe-f (1-19) 38

Dg �u 2154.74963 Pe-e (3-22); Re-e (1-22); Qe-f (2-30) 35
Pf-f (4-26); Rf-f (1-25); Qf-e (2-25)

(f) 2300–2700 cm�1

3�4þ �5 G.S. �þu  �þg 2531.61312 Pe-e (1-30); Re-e (0-30) 33

(IIDuðeÞ  �þg )
c 2528.07966 Pe-e (9-27); Re-e (9-26) 39

aFor the definition of the band centre, �C, see text.
b	 (cm�1) corresponds to the RMS value of the residuals for the various assigned lines resulting from the simultaneous fits
(see text).
cPerturbation allowed transition.
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of the single band fit (2.0/3.0� 10�4cm�1) was
assigned to all the measured wavenumbers, despite
the fact that the lines had different S/N depending on
their intensity and on the experimental conditions in
the various spectral regions. Finally, all the transition
wavenumbers that differed from their corresponding
calculated values by more than twice the uncertainty of
the measurements were excluded from the data set in
the final cycle of the analysis.

From the analysis of the 5874 transitions involving
states up to vtot¼ 3 a total of 80 parameters, which are
listed in Table 2, were determined. They reproduce
5605 observed wavenumbers with a RMS error of
1.75� 10�4 cm�1, of the same order of the experimen-
tal uncertainty. In the final cycle of the analysis 269
(4.6%) transitions were discarded according to the
above-mentioned criterion for rejection. The RMS
error for each band is reported in the last column of
Table 1. The transitions involving the v4¼ 1, v5¼ 2,
II�g (f ) levels are perturbed. They were satisfactorily
reproduced only by adding a set of effective q-type
parameters in the model, see Equation (5), q1244 , q

12
55,

q1244J, q
12
55J and q1244JJ, which contribute only to the energy

of the levels for this manifold. Nevertheless, the
transitions to (f ) levels for J� 26 are discarded in
the fit.

Similarly, the values of v4¼ 2, v5¼ 1, �u (f ) levels
are more and more underestimated with increasing J.
All the parameters of the model listed in Equations (2)
to (7) not present in Table 2 were nevertheless allowed
to vary during the fitting procedure but they resulted
statistically undetermined. All the 19 states of the
various manifold up to vtot¼ 3 were characterized.

The vtot¼ 4 manifolds were then added to the
previous data set adopting the same criteria used for
the analysis of the vtot¼ 3 manifolds. Although higher
order parameters were added to those in Table 2, large
discrepancies between observed and calculated transi-
tion wavenumbers were noticed. In addition, anoma-
lous and poorly determined values of several
parameters were obtained. Different sets of constants
were refined but none were able to reproduce satisfac-
torily the experimental data. The perturbation of the
energies of the vtot¼ 4 levels could be ascribed to the
effects of rotation–vibration interactions between
levels belonging to different manifolds, which are not
taken into account in our model. In addition, transi-
tions involving the v4¼ 4 manifold and a few states
belonging to other manifolds were not observed. It
should be remembered that the density of states
increases with increasing energy, favouring interactions
of different kinds between the excited levels. Similar
perturbations were also present in the spectra involving
the vtot¼ 4 levels of 12C2H2 and were ascribed to

interactions with the v2¼ v4¼ 1 or v2¼ v5¼ 1 states
[23]. An analogous explanation is plausible also for the
presently investigated molecule, taking into account
that the energies of the corresponding levels are very
similar in the two molecules.

A different strategy was then chosen for the
analysis, fitting only the transitions belonging to one
vtot¼ 4 manifold at a time to a set of effective higher
order constants. These were added to the ones already
determined from the previous analysis, which were
constrained to the values in Table 2. This procedure
has the advantage of preserving the physical signifi-
cance of the parameters characterizing the states up to
vtot¼ 3 from the effects of the perturbations affecting
only the energies of the vtot¼ 4 manifolds. The same
weighting scheme as for the analysis of the vtot¼ 3
levels was adopted, assigning the same uncertainty to
all the measured lines belonging to the same band.
However, the limit for rejection of the experimental
data was increased in order to avoid the exclusion of
too many transitions or of most of the transitions of a
given branch, which would have prevented the deter-
mination of a few refining parameters. For all the
manifolds, the value of 1.0� 10�3 cm�1 was chosen,
with the exception of two bands in the v4¼ 2, v5¼ 2
manifold for which a larger limit (5.0� 10�3 cm�1) was
adopted.

Table 3 lists the four sets of effective constants
obtained with the procedure described above. The
standard deviations of the fits for the bands belonging
to the vtot¼ 4 manifolds are about twice as large as that
obtained in the simultaneous analysis of vtot¼ 3 bands,
the value for the bands of the v4¼ 2, v5¼ 2 manifold
being slightly higher, notwithstanding the introduction
of 21 parameters in the fitting procedure. As can be
seen in Table 1, the RMS error for each band in the
various manifolds parallels the behaviour of the
standard deviation of the fits. It should be remembered
that the parameters in Table 3 are effective ones,
perhaps with the exception of those for the v4¼ 0,
v5¼ 4 manifold. This is particularly evident for the
parameters common to different manifolds, for
instance q444, q555 and qJ44, whose values differ by
orders of magnitude in the various sets. Moreover,
most of the parameters have anomalous values, being
of the same order of magnitude or larger than the
corresponding lower order constants in Table 2.
Nevertheless, by means of these parameters it has
been possible to predict and fit new transitions in a
particularly dense region of the spectrum.

In total, 9529 DJ¼ 0, �1 transitions of 101 vibra-
tion–rotation bands connecting 32 bending state,
whose energies are reported in Table 4, were identified
and fitted.
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Table 2. Spectroscopic parameters (in cm�1) for 13C2H2 resulting from the simultaneous fit of all sub-bands
involving levels up to v4þ v5¼ 3.a

Parameter Parameter

!0
4 600.0665654 (349) y444 �0.00610822 (552)

!0
5 727.1981581 (306) y454 0.007513 (121)

x044 2.9964670 (229) y554 0.088473 (699)

x045 �2.415569 (571) y445 0.060248 (182)

x055 �2.3025686 (212) y455 �0.041248 (462)

y0444 0.01635771 (466) y555 �0.00609597 (468)

y0555 0.01301684 (453) r045 �6.410785 (280)

y0455 0.095427 (235) rJ45� 103 0.1811782 (589)

y0445 �0.0275539 (625) rJJ45� 109 �3.534 (129)

g044 0.8146064 (151) rJJJ45 � 1012 0.8951 (337)

g045 6.649255 (568) r445 0.188728 (197)

g055 3.4490997 (129) r455 �0.0761305 (731)
– – –

B0 1.119574352 (174) �44� 105 �6.65551 (909)

�4� 103 �1.031341 (141) �45� 105 �27.3300 (496)

�5� 103 �1.9303064 (945) �55� 105 �9.93414 (342)

�44� 105 0.29817 (455) �444 � 105 0.10761 (288)

�45� 105 4.2885 (476) �454 � 105 0.71440 (248)

�55� 105 1.77818 (458) �554 � 105 �8.7671 (705)

�445� 105 0.65795 (338) �445 � 105 �1.12413 (718)

�455� 105 2.5779 (231) �455 � 105 5.3926 (497)

�555� 105 �0.012977 (765) �555 � 105 �0.14877 (108)

D0� 106 1.487261 (172) �45� 109 �0.5225 (260)

�4� 108 2.8708 (111) �55� 109 1.1362 (340)

�5� 108 2.49530 (892) �45� 109 �3.8618 (770)

�44� 109 �0.3788 (249) �55� 109 �5.1523 (938)

H0� 1012 1.2264 (481) h5� 1012 0.1566 (146)

h4� 1012 0.2502 (346)

q04� 103 4.8219495 (902) qJ4� 108 �3.0132 (244)

q05� 103 4.2352019 (568) qJ5� 108 �3.35593 (595)

q44� 105 �1.58184 (279) qJJ4 � 1012 �2.537 (243)

q45� 105 5.4658 (242) qJJ5 � 1012 0.4192 (187)

q54� 105 11.01676 (346) qJJJ4 � 1015 0.7347 (741)

q55� 105 3.11092 (192) qk4 � 105 �0.08587 (358)
qk5 � 105 �1.1251 (254)

q1244� 105 3.9468b (566) q1255J� 108 2.0609b (187)

q1255� 105 �4.2180b (163) q1244JJ� 1012 �12.711b (487)

q1244J� 108 0.7126b (743)

�04� 109 �11.495 (468) �55� 109 1.699 (106)

�05� 109 4.037 (319) �J4� 1012 2.421 (162)

�44� 109 1.857 (149) �045� 109 �6.148 (333)

�45� 109 �16.249 (204) �0J45� 1012 �1.7426 (923)

�54� 109 41.582 (983)

Number of data¼ 5874 Number of fitted data¼ 5605
Standard deviation of the fit� 104¼ 1.75

aEstimated errors (1	) are given in parentheses in units of the last figure quoted.
bParameter used only for the levels of the manifold (v4¼ 1, v5¼ 2).
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The measured wavenumbers of the transitions,
together with their quantum number assignments, the
corresponding (observed–calculated) values obtained
with the parameters in Tables 2 and 3, and the energies
of the levels involved in the transitions, available as
supplementary material, can be obtained from the
Bologna authors.

5. Conclusions

The infrared absorption spectrum of 13C substituted

acetylene, 13C2H2, was recorded at high resolution

between 60 and 2800 cm�1. Analysis of the various

observed bands confirmed the previous results [6,13]

and extended the assignments to excited bending levels

Table 3. Spectroscopic parameters (in cm�1) for 13C2H2 resulting from the separate fits of all sub-bands involving levels of the
manifolds with v4þ v5¼ 4.a

v4¼ 1, v5¼ 3 v4¼ 3, v5¼ 1

Parameter Parameter

y04555 0.01899505 (220) y04445� 103 �1.48437 (280)

y5545 �0.04286187 (488) y4544� 103 �0.03335 (424)

r4555� 103 �2.96000 (159) r4445� 103 0.78146 (137)

rJ455� 106 5.7894 (718) rJ445� 106 �4.2932 (330)

�4555� 103 �0.0121976 (239) �4445� 106 �1.9016 (226)

y5545� 103 0.0292620 (431) y4544� 106 �4.3538 (382)

�455� 109 �0.5924 (383) �445� 109 �3.251 (106)

q444� 103 0.05997 (287) �454 � 109 �4.161 (164)

q555� 103 �0.0045673 (833) q444� 106 �0.8230 (187)

�0455� 106 �0.059318 (464) qJ44� 109 �2.2054 (805)

Number of data¼ 900 Number of data¼ 884
Number of fitted data¼ 809 Number of fitted data¼ 800
Standard deviation of the fit� 104¼ 3.8 Standard deviation of the fit� 104¼ 3.5

v4¼ 0, v5¼ 4 v4¼ 2, v5¼ 2

Parameter Parameter

y05555� 103 0.023253 (157) y04455 0.0475624 (182)

y5555� 103 �0.015141 (356) y4445� 103 0.4351 (141)

�5555� 106 0.02130 (116) y4545 0.0236029 (186)

y5555� 106 �0.04537 (266) y5545 �0.0732581 (302)

�555� 109 �0.52248 (666) r4455 1.35099810 (442)

�555 � 109 1.0730 (149) rJ445� 103 �0.104710 (153)

q555� 106 3.5946 (296) �4455� 106 �8.796 (221)

qJ55� 109 �5.886 (355) �4444 � 106 �5.494 (169)

qJJ55� 1012 3.401 (254) �4545 � 106 �40.019 (218)

�J55� 1012 �1.6295 (377) �5544 � 106 6.620 (361)
�445� 106 0.05654 (189)
�444 � 106 �0.03289 (107)
�555 � 106 �0.05999 (217)
q444� 103 �2.426477 (907)
q555� 103 0.028593 (966)
qJ44� 106 0.024077 (951)
�444� 106 0.21374 (344)
�555� 106 0.20497 (531)
�J44� 109 �0.06560 (390)
�J55� 109 0.08797 (888)
�0445� 106 0.32547(494)

Number of data¼ 606 Number of data¼ 1265
Number of fitted data¼ 576 Number of fitted data¼ 1089
Standard deviation of the fit� 104¼ 3.5 Standard deviation of the fit� 104¼ 4.4

aEstimated errors (1	) are given in parentheses in units of the last figure quoted.
The parameters in Table 2 have been constrained in the analysis.
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up to vtot¼ 4. A total of 9529 transitions belonging to
101 bands were identified and analyzed allowing the
characterization of the ground state and of 33
vibrationally excited states. A simultaneous fit of all
the assigned transitions involving states up to vtot¼ 3
was carried out on the basis of a model Hamiltonian
containing, in addition to the usual rotation–vibration
parameters, the l-type resonance constants. A set of 80
statistically significant molecular parameters were
obtained from the analysis of the levels up to vtot¼ 3.
The energies of the levels of the vtot¼ 4 manifolds are
affected by various kind of perturbations which
prevented the determination of an appropriate set of
parameters. Four sets of effective parameters repro-
duced the observed transition wavenumbers with a
standard deviation larger than that obtained

for vtot¼ 3. Altogether, out of 9529 assigned transition
wavenumbers 8877 were retained in the final fits.
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